
Stamped Designs Exquisite Daisies Class 

 
 
Purple Daisies 
Copics used: BV0000/BV00/BV01, YG01/YG03, Y21/Y32 
Stamp the image 3 times on the strip of white and color with the Copic markers.  Start with the 
lightest color and feather in the darker colors, starting from the center of the petals and 
working your way out. 
 
Layer the purple cardstock to the piece of black, then layer the colored image piece to the 
purple.  Apply adhesive to the back of this piece and wrap the ribbon around the card, securing 
in the back.  Attach to the base card.  
 
Stamp the words on the purple oval piece.  Cut one of the foam squares in half and attach to 
the front of the card. 
 
Pink Daisies 
Copics used: R81/R83/R85, G20/G21, Y00/Y02/Y06 
Cut the oval out of white cardstock and stamp the image to the left side of the oval.  Color with 
Copic markers the same way as described for the purple flowers. 
 
Layer the light pink card to the piece of black.  Attach the oval in the center.  Apply adhesive to 
the back of the piece and wrap the ribbon around the lower part of the oval with the bow to 
the left.  Attach to the base card. 
 
Stamp the words on a piece of darker pink card stock and punch out with a 1-1/2” circle punch.  
Cut one of the foam squares in half and attach to the card. 
 



Stamped Designs Exquisite Daisies Class 

Blue/White Daisies 
Copics used: B0000/B000, Y11/Y13, G40/G43 
Cut out the rounded shape out of white cardstock and stamp the daisies image twice – once on 
the left edge and a small amount on the lower right side.  Color with the Copic markers the 
same way as described for the purple flowers. 
 
Layer the light blue piece to the darker blue card stock piece.  Attach the stamped piece to the 
blue – positioning more to the left of the card.  Apply adhesive to the back and wrap the ribbon 
around the piece with the bow to the left and along the bottom edge of the stamped piece. 
 
Die cut the “hello” from the same darker blue color and attach with glue to the front of the 
card. 


